30
Days of Healthy Hair

DRINK PLENTY OF WATER
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I really can’t say enough about water. It is truly my favorite drink. As most
of us know our bodies are made up of over 60% water, so clearly it’s
important. Water affects every part of your body, your hair, skin, nails,
joints, bones, muscles, eyes, brain...hear me: EVERY PART. You want
to make sure you consume enough water to keep your cells
functioning properly. You should be drinking at minimum half your
body weight in ounces. So for example if you weigh 160 lbs you
should be drinking at least 80 ounces of water per day. The sad truth
about hair is that once it leaves your scalp it is then considered dead
protein, at this point then whe need to do other things to nourish. But
you can give it strong start and even promote growth by making sure
you are consuming and adequate amount of water daily.

MOISTURIZE YOUR HAIR
This is a tricky one because sometimes we confuse "moisturize
your hair" with "oil your scalp". Your scalp produces a natural oil
called sebum. So your hair has a naturally occurring moisture plan.
Oftentimes, due to excessive shampooing, styling, and chemical
processing, we strip these oils from our hair. That’s where
moisturizing your hair comes in. You want to use a light, all natural
moisturizer that leaves your hair looking and feeling healthy, and
not weighed down. There are so many different types and textures
of hair, you will need to find the one that works best for you. Look
for ones with more natural ingredients than artificial.
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TRIM YOUR ENDS
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Trimming your ends is very important to maintaining healthy hair. Your ends
determine the integrity (strength) of the hair strand. If you don’t trim away split
ends, the split will travel up the hair shaft. This contributes to dry, brittle, and
dull hair. What I have learned in recent years is that many of my new clients
don’t understand how split hair can continue to travel up the hair shaft if
you go too long without trimming it. If you want strong, healthy hair,
trimming your ends is a must. If you wear your hair out and style it daily
with blow-dryers, curling irons, or flat irons, you will want to get a trim
every 6-8 weeks. If you are trying to grow your hair longer and use
thermal styling tools less, you can go a little longer, possibly as long as 12
weeks. There is no exact number that will fit everyone, this is where it’s
important to see a haircare professional that you trust regularly. Based on
your particular hair type, texture and goals, they can suggest a healthy trimming
regimen for you.

CLEANSE YOUR SCALP AND HAIR REGULARLY
You may think that this goes without saying but you would be
surprised. The 1st step to healthy hair is a healthy scalp. If your
scalp and hair tend to be dry, you’ll want to make sure you are
shampooing it regularly with a hydrating shampoo. I believe
everyone should have a good cleansing or clarifying shampoo, this
is essential for all types of hair, as they are all susceptible to buildup
from products or natural oils. In recent years there has been a
dramatic increase in women deciding to wear their natural curls. I
love this, I also decided to stop relaxing my hair about eight years ago.
Because of this many new companies are marketing to ‘natural hair’ ‘curly
hair’ ‘ethnic hair’ and there is a lot of misinformation flooding the
marketplace, in pretty packaging. I have many curly hair natural clients that are
literally never shampooing their hair, just conditioning it or cold washing only. If you never shampoo your hair
you will send your scalp a signal that it doesn’t need to produce more oil (sebum) thusly drying out your hair and
scalp, which is what you are trying not to do in the first place. This works conversely as well, if you find that your
scalp and hair are getting oily very quickly, then you actual need to shampoo less. It seems odd at first, but trust
me it’s the truth. You want to ensure that you determine the type of hair cleansers best suited for your unique
hair type. I suggest asking your hairstylist to suggest some professional ones for you to try. You just want to make
sure you have a regular cleansing and conditioning routine for your hair.
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FIND YOUR REGULAR HAIRSTYLIST
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It is important that you find a regular, professionally licensed
and trained hairstylist; all those words are key so don’t miss
any. The reason that you need to find such a person is
because you are unique and your hair is unique. You need to
find a person that can work well with your hair type, texture
and style, as well as your lifestyle. When you find this person,
stick with them, ask as many questions of them as you like.
This helps you to become more comfortable with them as
well as stretches them to stay relevant and up to date in their
field. By choosing a regular stylist you will avoid a lot of trial
and error with your hair. A well trained stylist, once they have
worked with you for a period of time can suggest great looks,
colors and styles just for you, that they know will be healthy
and right for your hair and your lifestyle. So if you haven’t
taken the time to find a stylist I advise you to start your search
today, look for someone who is passionate about their craft
and is always striving to do better. In the meantime stay
connected with me at http://GlamourMANEia.com and if
you’re in the central Florida please come visit me in at my
salon. I’d love to see you there!

TAKE VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS
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Just in case you aren’t eating a completely balanced diet
(which most of us are not) then it’s not a bad idea to add
some vitamin supplements to assist in hair growth. The
number 1 vitamin I recommend is Biotin, it’s very easy to
come by and it has been proven to promote hair, skin, and
nail health/growth. I suggest going to an actual health food
store and purchasing. Fish oil is also another great
supplement to take. The Omega-3 fatty acids can actually
make your hair shinier and stronger. As a disclaimer: no
vitamin or supplement will stop hereditary hair loss or regrow any hair where the hair follicle is already dead and
gone, however there are more ways to treat hair loss.

HAVE A BALANCED DIET
Some foods that nourish your hair are: poultry,
salmon, lentils, blueberries, eggs, almonds, sweet
potatoes, spinach and yogurt. All of these for different
reasons, so try to incorporate a few more of these into
your diet. Check out my blog for more information on
foods that promote healthy hair at
http://GlamourMANEia.com/blog.
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EXERCISE REGULARLY
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You want to make sure you are getting a good amount of exercise regularly because this
improves circulation and cell functions and thusly promotes hair growth. Woohoo! When
we exercise we sweat. I know just what every Glam girl wants, to sweat more! But seriously,
after it’s over and we get a change to reflect, it really is the best. Through sweat, toxins and
waste substances are flushed out from the skin pores, giving us a fresh and radiant
skin. Likewise, when we sweat from our scalp, it helps to unclog the hair follicles, giving
enough space for the new hair to grow. Exercising also increases blood flow to our muscles,
skin and scalp. The increased blood flow brings with it more nutrients and more oxygen.
This provides nourishment to the hair follicles, and thereby promoting healthy hair growth.
So let’s get moving!

DON’T OVER PROCESS YOUR HAIR
Some common ways people over process their hair are: coloring it too
often, relaxing or perming/processing it too often, using chemical
products at home and leaving them in too long. There are more but
these are just a few of the common offenders. The biggest mistake
that people usually make in these instances are not consulting a
licensed professional. There are very few instances where I suggest
chemically treating your hair at home. I cannot begin to tell you the
number of times I have explained to a client how their hair came to
be over-processed and I’m usually answered with an, “Oh, I didn’t
know that”. It’s completely ok for you not to know, just leave it to
someone who does. Over-processing can happen so quickly and
once you’ve severely damaged your hair, there is no way to return to
the previously healthy mane. It’s not worth it, so just don’t take any
chances with your luscious locks! And if you’re thinking, “but wait Eshe you
don’t understand I can’t afford it”, then I say to you take a few less fast food or
Starbucks trips per week and add that $15/week back to your budget (I know it’s way more
I’m just being conservative) and voilá there you are!
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GET A SCALP MASSAGE
Massaging the scalp can increase the health of your
hair and aid in hair growth. Scalp massages increase
blood circulation to the scalp which encourages hair
growth. A properly executed scalp massage can
increase blood circulation to the hair follicles,
decrease stress, moisturize and condition the scalp,
plus strengthen the hair roots. The pressure applied
by massage warms the skin and cause blood vessels
to open, boosting circulation. This Increased
circulation results in the cells of the hair follicle
receiving more of the nutrients necessary to optimal
hair growth function. I have my assistant incorporate a
good head massage into all my client’s shampoos. I
love a good head massage. If you are fortunate
enough to find someone who will do it for you be
thankful and if you aren’t, do it yourself.
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DON’T USE EXCESSIVE HEAT ON YOUR HAIR
Avoid using too much heat on your hair. By this I mean excessive blowdrying, flat-ironing, hot-curling, and excessive use of a curling wand. I
recommend that my clients avoid a daily regimen of using hot-tools. There
are many alternatives. Find a style that doesn’t require heat everyday and if
you are in love with a style that requires daily heat, then just give yourself a
break from that particular style every once in a while.

USE QUALITY HAIR PRODUTS
Just like food products ingredients in hair products are listed in
order of their percentage of content. So take a second and
do your research and then find brands and products that you
trust. Some of my favorites are: Aveda, Unite, Kerastase,
MoroccanOil, Pureology, Redken, Design Essentials,
KeraCare, Paul Mitchell, GK Hair and new fav DevaCurl. This
is by no means an exhaustive list but just a few of the brands
that have products that I love and my clients rave about. For
my friends with more ethnic hair, avoid moisturizing products
for your hair where the first ingredient is some form of petroleum.
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DON’T BRUSH WET HAIR
Don't Brush Your Hair When It's Wet. You should detangle
hair right after you wash it, but use a wide-toothed comb
or your fingers. Your hair is more susceptible to damage
when wet. The bristle pattern in a brush can snag and
break wet hair, causing great damage. The teeth on a
wide-toothed comb, however, are large, should be set far
enough apart, to travel through without damaging your
hair. You can also use special types of brushes that are
made to detangle wet curly hair, GK Hair has a great one.
Just NO bristle brushes.

DEEP CONDITION YOUR HAIR
PERIODICALLY
Getting a deep conditioning treatment is not
something that I would recommend you do
weekly, however periodic treatments are
great for the hair. As an additional benefit to
your sun-kissed locks you may try applying a
nutritive oil before shampooing and wrap in a
towel for a few hours, great for the swimmers
out there.
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RINSE WITH COLD WATER
It’s not just an old wives’ tale, rinsing with cold water
closes down the cuticle a bit and smoothes out the hair

LET YOUR HAIR AIR DRY IF
POSSIBLE

shaft. It adds shine to hair as well. You want to go from

Sometimes it’s nice to apply whatever

hot to warm to cool. Try it, it’s not so bad! While you

moisturizer or leave in conditioner after your

want open pores when washing your hair (the better to

hair is shampooed and just let it air dry (this

let your shampoo/conditioner do their work), you want

works with weaves and extensions as well).

closed pores after you’ve finished. The truth is, closed

Oftentimes we can tax the strands of our

pores are less vulnerable. When you rinse your hair with

hair just through over-styling, especially

cold water, causing your pores to close more swiftly, you

when it’s wet. Hair is in its weakest state

protect your pores from contaminants like dirt, grease

when wet. It will break and split much

and oil. Once your pores are sealed, you lessen the

easier, so try to treat it gently. So give your

likelihood of hair shedding. In addition, cold water

hair a nice air dry periodically, it will thank

speeds circulation to your scalp, carrying valuable

you for it later.

nutrients to the roots of your hair.
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USE DIFEERENT BRUSHES AND COMBS FOR
DIFFERENT RESULTS
Brushes made with natural hair bristles, like Boar’s
bristles help prevent static electricity. Paddle brushes
like the Mason-Pearson brush (known as the RollsRoyce of Brushes: blending nylon and boar bristles
on a rubber cushion), are great for long to medium
hair and are especially nice when wrapping dry hair. I
personally love the scalp stimulation from this brush.
Open cylinder brushes are great for dispersing heat
while blow drying, I absolutely love all of my Olivia
Garden brushes! Use natural material combs such as
horn, instead of synthetic, it will reduce static
electricity. (Tip: wash all your personal brushes and
combs in a gentle shampoo weekly).

DEVELOP A PROTECTIVE SLEEP PROCESS
Sleeping with tight bands and clips on your hair can be
subtly damaging. Rubbing and tossing that happens
overnight can break and split your hair over time. In
extreme cases, the trauma to the physical structure of the
hair can even cause hair growth to cease. If you must put
your hair up (and are not covering it as I suggest), then opt
for a soft ‘scrunchy” and put it loosely on top of your
head. If you wake up and your ends are stuck together,
hair is really tangled, go to brush/comb your hair and find
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hair coming out (after a recent trim) then you may need to
change your process.

POOL PROTECTION AND USE A SUNSCREEN
Did you know that sunscreen can protect your hair as well as your skin? This is
especially true if you chemical treat your hair at all. If you swim a lot in
chlorinated pools and don’t wear a swimming cap, be sure to wet your hair.
Absorbing chlorinated water can make your hair dry and brittle. Your hair
operates just like a sponge. If you dip a dry sponge into any type of liquid it
will completely absorb it. However, if you wet the sponge then dip it into
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liquid, it will absorb much less. This holds true if your swimming in salt water
as well. You may find that initially the salt water gives your hair great texture,
but overtime it can have the same effects as chlorine on your hair. So always
wet it first and add sun protection. Often many of the leave-in conditioners
have a sun protector.
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CHANGE THE LOCATION OF YOUR PART
it helps your hair: This is so simple a suggestion that it
may seem too easy. But it really is just that easy!
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Oftentimes we grow to like the way our hair looks
and stick to having our part on a particular side of our
head. However, I can always tell where my clients
usually part their hair even when its all combed back.
I comb it straight up and the section where the part
usually is most often is shorter and thinner. So
consider switching it up a little just to give your
favorite side a little break once in awhile.

WRAP YOUR HAIR
This is my favorite thing to suggest to clients
who have naturally curly hair and like to wear it
straight. Wrapping is a way of molding your
hair around your head in flat circular pattern
and for the purposes of this example tying it
up in a silk scarp or satin Velcro headband. I
love silky wraps and satin bonnets and wear
them every night on my own hair, check out
http://silkywraps.com for great nighttime silk
wraps. Wrapping distributes natural oil from
the scalp (sebum – nature’s conditioner)
throughout entire hair strand, instead of it
collecting at your roots. It also helps your
cuticle lay flat, protecting your ends, helps
curly hair stay straight, lay flat, and remain that
way under hot climates, or humid, and damp
weather. It’s also an awesome way to train
curly hair to stay straight. If you’re new to it,
give it at least one month, stick it out, you may
have to learn, but the benefits will be well
worth it.
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SLEEP ON A SATIN PILLOW CASE
it you are someone who does not want to
wrap your hair every night, opt for a satin
pillow case. Cotton pillow cases, even ones
with higher thread counts, can suck the
moisture out of your hair. Also depending
on the health of your hair and your sleep
habits you could be splitting your ends
throughout the night as well. If you don’t
wanna tie up your hair, you need to ensure
you are protecting it this way. Oftentimes,
when your hair rubs against the pillow
overnight, you could be fraying your
hair/ends, damaging it unconsciously.

GIVE YOUR HAIR PERIODIC REST FROM STYLING IF
POSSIBLE
I love protective styles, they are a must for me. This is when you
give your hair a break from the regular blow-drying, curling, flat
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ironing and general styling that we often subject our mane to, all
in the name of style. My favorite protective style is sewn-in
extensions. This style allows me to rock my favorite looks, colors
and cuts all while my hair is safely put away underneath, resting
and growing. Hooray! Other protective styles could be braids,
buns, natural curls, ponytails, or any other style that you can wear
that would give your hair a break from day to day styling.

TAKE YOUR TIME TO LEARN/EDUCATE YOURSELF
ABOUT HAIR
This is where your professional stylist can really come in
handy, they can be quite a resource for all things hair and
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hair care. This is also where a longer relationship with your
stylist will be helpful because they will be able to answer
questions specific to your hair. Make note of things that
have worked well for your hair as well as what things
have been problematic in the past with your hair, for
example the last couple of times I’ve highlighted my hair
while it was relaxed it began to break off. Be an informed client,

this is how you will get the best lasting results.

KEEP EXCESSIVE HANDLING DOWN:
i.e., TWISTING PULLING, NERVOUS HABITS
I have a few clients that have nervous habits that involve their hair.
We can laugh about it now because they have been with me so
long, but in the beginning it was a little frustrating for both of
us. More people than you think have a habit of twisting their
hair while they work, rubbing a certain spot in the front of their
hair while on the phone or continuously pulling lose the curls
(read: kitchen) that continuously form at nape of their hairline.
If you are one of these people and have ever caught yourself
doing these or similar things I have 2 words for you: “STOP IT”!
Find something else to do that is less destructive to your hair.
Every time to find yourself getting ready to engage in these habits
switch - your hair and stylist will thank you for it.
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SOMETIMES YOU NEED MORE THAN A TRIM – GET A
STYLE
You can only go so long with ‘dusting’ your ends before you
actually need to go ahead and get them legitimately cut. I
cannot even tell you about the countless new clients I’ve
had who have asked me before I began to trim their hair
“you’re not scissor happy are you?” Dear Friend, you cannot
go 8 months without a trim, having your sister relaxing your
hair at home, flat ironing everyday, buying drug store hair
products and think that your ends only need a ‘light dusting’. I
could lightly dust your ends but that sad truth is that your hair will
continue to break because your split ends have probably moved
further up the hair shaft than is realized. Have you ever wondered why
when you had your hair cut in that short style that it seemed to grow so

quickly? Hmmm....wonder why that was? : ) Truth: if you are losing hair from your ends at a faster rate (or
even the same rate) than new hair is growing from your scalp you will not see the length that you may
expect until to put a stop you split ends. You may want to think about getting a fresh new cut. And for the
record, even with this fresh new cut my clients are always relieved and happy, because I don’t give them
more than they can bear. Come on it’s fun! There’s nothing like a fresh new haircut! In the words of my
friend and hair mentor celebrity stylist Kiyah Wright, “Change Your Hair – Change Your Life!”

PROTECT YOUR MANE FROM BREAKAGE FROM
COATS, HATS AND SCARVES
watch out for little things in your environment that
could be breaking your hair such as wool coat collars,
certain hats and scarfs, twist ties etc,. If you are unsure
just check the items in question for little pieces of
your hair. For my ladies who like to be athletic,
playing sports (i.e., volleyball, running, etc), beware of
the cotton head bands and other items that you use
to tie up your hair. I see this often with my female
athletes, the perimeter of their hair is short – almost as if
it’s been cut. Then I ask them how they normally wear their
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hair and it’s 9/10 times in a ponytail with some type of
headband around it. While it’s ok for short periods of activity, this is
not recommended for a daily consistent style (it is very harmful to your
hair). If you find short areas around the edges of your hair (the dreaded “back bang”) and are
wondering why, this could be the culprit.

THINK ABOUT EXTRA PROTECTIVE TREATMENTS,
CLEAR GLOSS, GLAZE OR SHINE TREATMENTS,
KERATINS
A few extra luxury treatments are nice just to add an extra
layer of protection to your hair. My favorite is a clear gloss.
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You just want to be cautious and not over do it because too
much protein can make your hair dry and brittle. Sometimes
there is too much of a good thing. One of my favorites to use
is Paul Mitchell PM Shine, it adds an extra coat to your hair
that is not only protective, but also adds luster and
glossiness. I use it when I color, tone and any time I want to
add that extra shiny “glaze” to a client’s style.

!

STAY RELEVANT
keep up to date on the latest styles,
products, and tools that can help you
manage your mane. Your stylist is
also a great resource for this
information. Make them your partner,
and find a synergy that makes for
your most consistent, glamorous, and
enjoyable styles yet!
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GET CONNECTED TO
HTTP://GLAMOURMANEIA.COM
Stay Connected with me! Be sure to sign up for
my newsletter and check out my blog for all
things Glam! I love interacting with my clients on
social media! So whatever your favorite social
media outlet is (Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter,
Google+, YouTube, IG), I’m probably on there
too! For more fun pics of my day to day glam
journey be sure to follow me on one of my
current favorite platforms instagram
http://instagram.com/eshetodd.

